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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH TO MAKE $50,000
ADDITION TO BUILDING, TO BEGIN APRIL 1

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 194S
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or a little one—we offer you all the resources of our expel-ienced, skilled seryice.
Phone 4 7 0
___

NUMBER EIGHT

City Prepares Ordinance For
TVA Negotiations7 C of C Now
Goes All Out For Local Project

Upon the recommendation of the
KENNETH SKINS A SQUIRREL
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Whlie statistics prove that
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genng an assembly
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Rifles, national professional military third floor
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AROUND TOWN NOW

MANCE SHEET OF SURROUNDING TOWNS
UNDER TVA POWER
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JOSEPH WILLIAMS
GETS RAVE NOTICES
BY FAMOUS CRITICS

ROTARY'S LADIES
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FOR EARLY DATE
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F

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling

HOMEMAKERS REPAIR
tion is smaller than it used to be
. FURNITURE
but a's certainly still adequate to its,
tasks. One of my oldest aequainrepait broken or wobb13
to
Ilow
lances, who has been a successful
larmer longtr than I hlve lived furniture Was demonstrated"
told me recently that every day of leaders of McLean County HomeClubs by Miss Vivian Curhis life lie has needed to know the makers
in home furnishing
most abstruse secrets of chemistry mitt. specialist
College of Agriculture
UK
at$
the
to carry on his farm. He said that
Home Economics. The leaders,
a farmer cannot get too good an and
turn, relayed the information to
education, that every day will offer in
the members of their clubs.
use for the most abstract phase of lesson was one of a series of The
four,
.owleclee. An(' tla. 'Aim a man
to he climaxed with the fitting and,
who has had little formal training making of slipcovers.
p with the
but who has gAwn
itself to
has
farm r ;
When _a young Man vainly
.
, boast
ehanges,
ea, "I am wise, for I have conversed
with Many wise men," Epictetus
Letters to the Editors' made
answer, "And I with many
Fulton. Kentucky rich men, but I am not rich." The
February 14, 19413 richest blessings are obtained hy
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
labor.-Mary Eddy. •
The Fulton County News
Spiritual vision is not subordinate
Fulton, Kentucky
to geometric altitudes. Whatever 15
Dear Editors:
governed by God, is never for an
This is to express the apprecia instant deprived of the light and
tion of the Dry Lake District Boy might of intelligence and Life.Scout committee and myself for Mary Eddy.
•he fine editorial of Mrs. West
pheling which appeared in the
February 6 edition of the Fulton
'ounty News. We fe'el your paper
has contributed much to our Fulton
Seolit Week activities.
Many Thanks!
ELBERT JOHNS
Field Scout Executive
for the
Dry Lake District
Scout Committee.
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Grace Noll Crowell
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Subscription rates radifas of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere
C.-50 a year.
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There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.-Anonymous. -

your heartache of the psw,the
CONSIDER
Pain
You may have thought could (Keel be
relieved;
Recall some •nment sorrow that had lain
For long upon you-could you have believed
You would forget it as you have? Alt. no.
We are so blind •Iong the road we gel

0,

ev

Our eyeware holden •nd we cannot tee
This grief will fade, this hurt will be as
naught;
This sorrow paw sway-the peace we sought
Will rest upon us and we will be glad,
Forgetting all the sorrow we have had.

"Iirotherly Love ... We Need It"
A newspaper is a mighty weapon. In the hands of unscrupulous persons it can be a viscious, diabolcial instrument
to spread evil and to persecute the innocent. On the other
hand it can be a great force, a molder of public influence,

Try to irmember, Heairts, when grief is sore.
That it will pass, sts it has passed before.

a "doer of good'' to help our fellowman- live by the four
freedoms-press, religion, speech and freedom from want.
With the millions of eVil forces afoot in the world today, is there any reason, then, that precious time. space and

4741'
4413ex
,

•

'

ney,,sprint should be devoted to disseminating gobble-de.believe as he chooses.
gook to tear down mon'e privilege to
How different it would be in Europe today if little men
had not had big ideas to rule the world, if dictators had not
tried to usurp man's right to worship, it selfstyled saviours
had not tried to dominate the world. with their narrowminded thinking.
Yes, we are grateful for America. We are grateful for
the Christianity that prevails here, for the common incentive
we have to live and believe as we pleasei mag-the Supreme
Being be the Judge of the rightness of the creed by which we
live.

•

We found a beautiful poem among our exchanges this
morning and because it tells is some small way the thing we
feel about our fellowman. we are reprinting it in full.
THE OLD CI.AY HOUSE .
(Author Unknown)
When I am through with this old .clay house of mine
When no more guide lights through the windows shine
Just box it up and lay it away
With the old clay houses of yesterday.
And- visit' it,-my- friends, artd--try
To bury the wrongs since

.s.

_

ii:st began to live in this house.

Bury it (leen and 1,..rbet L.:cause
I want to be square and out of your debt.
When I 'meet the Grand Architect fact to face,

It is surprising how mach
harrass you and me, who lisie and
try life has .unproved its .comforts have lived for many years in the
and conveniences. even though it city.
is still far from perfect. But what
Thc tI,Ing that disgusts me °Her
-bout thc ragged edges of our towns Is that.hosts of people of my age are
cven those which, like mine. boast seill thinking only of the crude days
- hat we spent in the country a half
-if their culture? Every time
drive out into the state. I am im ....:ntury ago. Having left the farm
is
young people, they may rhapsolines,
which
with
the
R.E.A.
oressed
in a very few years.,years hampered -lize about it and plan to return to
war conditions, have reached it in their old age, but meanwhile
nearly every section of every coun- they remain as far from farm life
RefrigEration alone is worth all and the understanding of farm peohe money that .R.E.A. lines cost. Ae as possible. As I havetsaid many
n improving the safety and varie- imes in this column, the various
ty of foods eaten on the farms. Ra- farm organ'zatio strike me - as adios have penetrated just about ev- .out the most alive groups now in
ery kind of area, even beyond the existence. They are practical rathelectrie. lines. The remotest country ?r than theoretical. They got things
man or woman or child knows what accomplished and are able to see
the world is saying aad often knows' the achievements of each other at
enough about public affairs to em- 'stated intervals. The farm popula-

I want to be clean.
Of course,' I know it is too late to mend

Can you measure up for a Regul
ar Army Caeg.ert

•

LEADING THE WAY INTO A NEW GOLDEN ERA..

Make alterations while there is time.
Just look over mine
1

PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
•:.;.nd" is the subject of the Les
son-SerMon which will bc read
111
Christajn
Science churche,.
theeughout the world on Sunday.
February /2. 1948.
The Golden Text is! "Who hath
known the mind of the Lord, that
he may instruet'him?" (I COr. 2:16).
Amone the .-itations which 'comprise th Leesson-Sermon is the fol•
towing from the Bible: "For who
hath known the mind of the Lord?
or who hath been his counsellor?
. For of him. and through him.,
and to him, are all things: to whom
rdory for ever." (Rom. 11:34,36)
All are welcome to our services.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Palestine Homemakers Club
will meet Friday, February 20. (tolavl at 10:30 a. m. at the common,
renter.
"Finishing Slip Covers" will be
the lesson. HOStr.SSeS will be Mrs. Roy Bard,'1
Mrs. A. M. Browder. Mrs. Percy
King, and Mrs. Glyn Bard.

I-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect:
2-Indhidually registered
in the owner's name:
3-Fully insured apin.t
loos by fire or theft.
4-One'uniform national
price us sealed-on tag.
Ir. rem r rm.
AUTHORIZED
Xoyally)
"
JES FLEWS
ARIASHIER

Your Loyalty DeAler In Fulton:

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
2!I 1..ike NI

•

Oldsmobile, America's oldest muter
car manufacturer, is now the first
to mark its Golden Anniversary. In
celebration. Oldsmobile announces
an entirely new and greatly
advanced 1948 triode! . . . the
FUTURAMIC OLI)SMOBILE.

i •
Just study this house, no tears should be shed
It's like any clay house when.the tenant has fled
I have 'iv( d in this house many days all alone
Just waiting-and oh, how I long to go home.
Don't misunderstand me-this old world divine
With love, birds and flowers and glorious sunsh,ne

s
the .sa
youi a.
1
1,4,110
in Redb
Studit
one of
Unitvd
f

.11,111,

A bad builded house when we corne to the end
But to you who are building

OVE
FOR
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Is a wonderful, wonderful gift to man
And a wonderful place and a wonderful plan;
Yet somehow we feel when the .eycle's complete
There are dear ones across we are anxious to meet,
So we open the books and cheek up the past
And no more forced balances--this is the last.
Each item is cheated: each page must be° clean
Ws the password we carry to our Builder Supreme.
So when I am.through -with this old house of clay
Just box it up tight and lay it away.
For the Builder hes promised when this House is spent
_To have one all finished tvith timber I've sent
While I lived here' in this one
Of course

be

Exactly as-f have budded, you see.
Its the kind of material we each send across
If we builcrpoorly,-Of course, it's our loss.

FUTUNA/MC OA Sado.
(While eloiewsli tire(

ritra root I

You ask what material,is best to select
rwas told you long since by the Great -Architect
"A new Commandment I give unto you
That you love one another as I have loved you."
So the finest material to send up above
Is clear, straight grained timber of BROTHERI,Y LOVE.
Contributed by Mrs. Hattie Wilie.
farming and made to contribute
their share to human welfare. The
STATISTICS AND FACTS
most fertile fileds that I knew did
not at their best produce as much
When I was a student, forty years as many of the less favored ones
ago or so, I heard almost daily that do now. On a farm that would have
farm life was going to the dogs, constituted a single pasture thirty
that urban life was being built on years ago now is produced enough
the ruins of the country. I heard for a good-sized family.
often schemes to induce people to
When I began to teach school,
"return to the soil," as the catch forty years ago, a high-school gradphrase had it. For some years I uate out in the country away from
acturally felt that the great calami- genuine city life was unknown in
ty was about to happen, that me.- Kentucky, My generation had to go
would starve to deah. And now. away fro:n home to secure the very
what a difference.
elements of education. Think how i
All the time these o1J-timers
country children today have 1
were fearful of our future becatise
high '
--1-4n'aces of as good
customs were changing. a new ag-' 3choo1s
e,;kt in !ler land. If IJ
riculture, based on genuine leaIM- --ree
fird revseli larrienting the
ing ancl sound economics, was de- 'a-k of craportunities of school chit- ,
veloping. Merely be- ause thc out- '.en 4n
small town that of chitward forms of it differed from what 'ren in the open country accessible
older people
hact known, many '.o a high school. The fact that so ,
thought it slowly dying as a great many r
have secured a basic
challenge to humani'v. Bat with- I educa'
emir years beyond the
in a few years tangib4 e vidence of -arl • -e .iseel to know them
better formier were everywhere ae.: „r.o4 in ltself make educated
bout is,s. Old fields that were aban- .
htt it forms a basis for a
dont d when I Wr.F ehld have been "beret edeeatine
college and
redeemed by
modern scientific 1,.fe ran and will brirg.

•TIPBITS

For 1948... The Big News Is The
Neu,Olds! A brand new Oldsmobile
"98" 18 here today! It's the first of
*Optional et ertra east.
the Futuramie cars ... introducing
the first of the eagerly awaited new "poetwar" Bodies by
Fisher. It's Oldsmobile's Golden Anniversary model-and
carries 'to a new
the Oldsmobile tradition of smartness!
When you see this Futuramic Oldsmobile, you'll realize what
important news it brings. There's style news in its dean,flowing
Futuramic linea-ita modern simplicity inside and out. There's
safety news in the greater visibility provided by the new, low
hood design curved windshield, and extra size windows.

There's welcome news for passengers, too, in the lo%er. wider,
roomier Futuramic body. And there's good news underneath the
hood-a new high-compression head which adds extra honienov.er to Olasmobile's famous 8-cylinder engine.
Naturally, this brand new 194ES model offers Oldsmobile's fully
proved Futuramic feature--GM Hydra-Matic Drive•. Here's
driving at its ultra-modern best. No dutch pushing-no gear
shifting-just "step on the gas and go!" You go smoothly ...
comfortably ... ith thrilling performance
the Futuramic,
Hydra-Matic way.
See the Futuramic Oldsmobile"98"-the colorful new Dynamic
Oldsmobile "60" and "70"-on display in our showroom.

IMF
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OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

CKY MOTOR COMPANY

210 East State Line

FULTON

Phone 1005
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OVERWEIGHT CAN BE EVEN WORSE
FOR HEALTH THAN FOR LOOKS

1940
PAIR

It's smart to be thin, more to:
the ,sake of your health than of
your appearance, says Aiken Wele%
who tells how overweight can harm
in Redbook Magazine.
Studies indicate that by age fifty,
one of every two women in the
United States Weighs from ten to
fifty pound. more than sKe should.

or wobbl;
trated to
ity Horneivian Curfurnishing
igricultu re
le leader',
maation to
dubs. The
!.s of four,
fitting and

SCIENCE TELLS WHERE MEN EXCEL
WOMEN -7 AND VICE VERSA

_,

And married women are 213 percent
heeyier than
ones of the same
-.E.e. Wise doctors aod scientific
investigators agree that we—men
and women----weigh too much simply because ive cat too much.
We shoie think ' twice before
takinfi second helpings: for humaniian reasons,' to help feed Ea

Intr. boastcon versed
Epictetus
,rith many
rich." The
tained by
abordinate.
hatever
'er for an
light and
id Life ---

I'm Sure
Proud of my field
of Broadbent Corn?
Got the food lroom

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

d in
ler%
nor;
iin•t
heti.
onal
tAg•

S

l
l
i

•

SERVICE PARTS

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.
PHI/NE hi

determine relative differences be
twees the sxes, 'accordingilito John
E. Gibson. Writing in Redbook Magzine, he gives answer to some of
the fundamental issues in the battle:
"The consensus of leading psyrope's starving populations, and for
commOn-sense reasons, to live long- chological studiesi s that men def
initely excel when it comes to colder.
ly logical thinking. They are also
Dr. Harry J. Johnson, Director of
better at making quick decisions,
the Life Extended Institute, says
flatly that obesity—excessive fat- can assess a situation more objecne!!s—is the Number One Killer aL tively, and are less likely to have
the Twentieth Century. Recently a tb.girt j.u_dgment affected by emotwo-week seminar on metabolism, tional drives and sentimental prek
udices.
the New York Academy of Medi::Woman does not possess man's
eine found that the primary metaproblem in this country is objective aggressiveness, - and her
,rwer-weight. Obesity was called by intellectual activiey is directed inuno delegate 'a disease,' because it ward to a far greater extent. She
not only decreases the chances for tends to live in her own personal
events
recovery; it can actually lead to dis- world, where things and
must be highly personalized to have
ease—for example, heart disease'.
real meaning for her. Her intelli"Obesity is frequently associated
with hypertension. or high blood gence is directed primarily toward
oressure. In a recent study by the business of living itself, so.that
Doctors Robert Levy, Paul Whit she is able to maintain her mental
and emotional balance under coni.n..71 William Stroud. they agreed
ditions which would drive
',hat overweight alone is
signific- the nearest psychiatrist, a man to
or perhaps
:mt factor in increasing the•casualto suicide. TThree times as many
tv 'rate for diseases of the heart
men commit suicide as women.)
blood vessels and kidneys. Add to
There is, in fact, evidence that wom that gall-bladder disease, which has
a high mortalty among overweight en are able to 'take' the shocks and
vicissitudesod life better than men.
persons in their middle forties.
"Studies show that although the
"Another disease related to over- average vtarnan falls in love
as
1.veight is diabetes. In recent years many tithes as the average
man
it .:has 'increased markedly—and does, slit is much more
likely
to
eight times more frequently among marry without love than
he is.
the fat than the lean. Many a per- Chief reasons given for the
loveson who .has supposedly inherited less marriages: to gain
economic
tho tendency to diabetes can ward security, to bear children,
and
riff the- disease by staying thin. dread of spinsterhood.
Shortness of breath in fat people
"Again tests indicate that womis partly due to the inability of en find
the diaphragm to move. because tt notonous repetition much less mois pushed upwa d by the fat in the actually than mena great many
abdomen. whic in turn hampers example, enjoy it. A woman, for
can sit !_•ontentedly knit
the bellows action of the lungs. ting
for
Henee any disease that affects the average hours on end—whereas the
mai, would be bored silly
breathing apparatus, such as pneuin no time at all.
monia. is dangerous to the fat per"Authorities agree that women
,
..on Likewise, the problem of ad- have
greater physical -.and emoministering anesthesia. in operative tional
—ises is complicated by restricted soundly vitality. and are more
constructed organical13.."
lung action.

ULTO!S

Light Wines
and Gins

Myrick's Liquors
Depot Street

DLO RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

WATCH
CAREFUL ATTENTION

dry cleaning. Our superior methods can do wonders for your wardrobe. For it does more than make
your clothes immaculately fresh. It actually helps
restore clothing to its original style and sleekness.
call us today and see. Phone 14.

PARIS-IAN
Laundry

Cleaners
coNDucreo
E.ASLEY G.
HARDY

DRUMMISt IS PLAYIN

A. Tom-ToM$
CH0P-STICIeS

ON

((

Or'

e

8
SOUTH
ANimAL IS

lieHIS

Pleasant
Listening

COURTEOUS SERVICE
TOUR LOCAL DEALER FOE
IIIIII•11.111 • 111141111T1111111•

K

k

eepsa e
DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND

Setarten

pleasure after we put your radio
in perfect working order. Our expert workmanship assures you of
complete satisfaction. Phone 441.

CITY
Electric-Co.

JEWELER

I

't

MAIN ST

MERICAN
A .

•4
74
,•

PROMPT and

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
,‘ Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

FULTON, RV

205 rivrirrligi Ave.
re4

);

To look your best always depend on our expert

A CORA
B. LLAIIA
C. ANTELOPE

ou will tenjis'y real listening

FULTON, HY.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

EFFICIENT

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

grow! Order from FULTON PURE MILK C.O. today.

REPAIRING

When you drive in at POLSGROVE you can depend on us to
check your car carefully and accurately. We make it our
business to keep your auto in first-class shape, and to make
every customer a satisfied one.

POLSGROVE

MILK TO GROW ON
Milk is a basic need for the healthy growth of
your yotingsters. It contains the vitamins and minerals so vital to bone-formation and over-all health.
Join the hundreds of intelligent mothers who promote health the FULTON PURE MILK way serving milk every day. Then watch your youngsters

TN, Garden

Vegetable .gardening is a fine
heibl,y' to pursue, and a -healthful
one, too, as it gets tile gardener
outdoors where he may get his share
of sunshine vitamin, and an inexpensieo siio-tqn bacielac Gar.dtaniag
is beneficial exercise. as much the
Oriection.'
same motions are used as on a golf
course, where jaded office persons
Fattens Cattle On
and others go to "get their feet or,
the ground.'' It is a safety valve for
Gra88
and Roughage
A system of fattening cattle large- pent-up emotions; an excellent way
ly on grass and roughage was pre- to reduce pressure after a dificult
cented by Prof. A. J. Dyer of the day is to whack off weeds and deal
Missouri Experiment Station at the death to insects in a garden.
Gardening imparts to the garFarm and Home Convention at Lexington. Calves which weighed 400 dener the ultimate in satisfaction,
as
he realizes that in producing his
nounds when put on feed received
only 10 bushels of corn each until vegetables he has become their
sold as tv..o-years-old averaging 1,- part-creator, and this should make
him proud. Further, the vegetables
150 pounds.
Sixty percent of their increased- that result are incomparably fine
all
weight was made on pasture, 20 food; garden-fresh, they hold
their nutriment and goodness, and
-e.rcent on roughage in winter and
their producer maj,- be proud of
`'0 percent on a full feed of grain in
them on just that account. That is
-Iry lot. Gains through two winters to
say thai. benefit flows from growand two summers were about as ing
the vegetables and from the
follows: 100 pounds the first winvegetables themselves. "Who cuts
ter. 250 pounds the first summer his
own wood is twice warmed."
150 pounds the second winter, and
Now,
200 to 250 pounds the second sum- where having a garden is easy
there is the space, but many
mer.
house plots are too small to afford
Grazing one steer an acre. the
the spa:e, or enough .of it. But it
Missourian got about 200 pounds of
may be that in the neighborhood
enin an acre. This v.-as more profitvacant
lots can be found. that with
able thin the grain that could have
a
bit of cleaning-off of rubbish may
beim produced on the same land,
be made suitable. Perhaps the reProf. Dyer said.
sulting garden 'may not be adequate in that all the family's vegCOVER CROPS VALUABLE
Woodford county winter cover etable needs may be grown there.
crops are worth SIO to $25 an acre but the food budget's load may be
is
for the feed they produce. accord- lightened surprisingly if care
ing to Estimates made by County taken to select the vegetables that
Ag.ent .11. R Forkner. At present return the most good per square
Prices of cattle. they may be worth foot, or if favorite vegetables are
,
- lected for the return they make
even more. Most of the tobacco and ;
other cultivated land in the county :ii flavor and other special satisfacis growing rye, barley, wheat, tions.
That is to say that everybody who
veatCh or crimson clover.
can, this year should have his own
garden.
CATTLE PROFITABLE
County Agent Gray H. Williams
Don't miss any great opportuniof Knox county says John W.
Campbell made a g xid demonstra- ties, see your local US Army anJ
Air Force Recruiting Sergeant
US,
tion of the value of pasture in raising beef cattle. He bought eight
stecrs in the Fall of 1946, let them
run on pasture during tho year,
feeding a little grain, and sold them
last Fall at a profit of SPOO. WE SAKE YOUR

)RE

_
Put New 4
Life in Them
with

Are '.vomen superior to men or
vice versa? That question has been
hotISr debated over the centuries,
and fol. Years leading p3yckologists,
psychiatrists and sociologists have
been making exhaustive studies to

"X-ray pictures of the spine and
knees of `older people frequently
show advanced changes in bone
structure called osteoarthritis. which
reldom bothers thin people but can
cause' agony for the overweight.
"The lest and safest way to re

low Many of Your Farm Machines Need
New Parts?

Fulton:

Page 3

Compkte your high school educaIf you have talent for motors
tion while on duty with the Armed guns, if you like action, if you and
want
Forces and get paid well while you 'to learn leadership. the US Army
this.
has the job for you

&VMS?' NAVAL Af120 OC
THE ANDIRiCAN ILEVoLuTioN...
A. A HAIR AL DAVCf C.PAUL RIME
S.HENRY MuOSON P. JotIN Nut JoNE5

The answer to "Where should I take my laundry?" is as simple
as the quiz answers of Tympani, llama and John Paul Jones .
it's the QUICK SERVICE LAUNDERALL Give yourself a
break, bring your clothes to us.

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
IS!! WEST STATE LINE-FU LTON,KY.

lw•-•

•
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ining manner reviewed the
, visitors were present.
book, "Mrs, Mike" written by Nancy Sarah Dean Class Meets
I At noon a delightful pot luck BEAUTY SHOP BETSY
and Benedicj Freeman. The review With Mrs. Brady Mbriday lune:icon was enjoyed after which
se,s enjoye by all present.
meeting was ...ailed to order by
BY MRS J. A JONES
The Sarah Dean Class ot the First the president, Mrs. John Farabo.
Mrs. Calliham then reviewed the
'play ''All My Sons.
' written by Ar- Christian church met Monday aftMrs. William Smith led the deELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
PHONE 926
thur Miller- which was very inter ,ernoon at the home of Mrs. Fred votional service. She chose tor her
Brady on Second street.
':.-ripture reading the 46th psalm. ,1
'egtD
inugring the social hour the host- ' Mrs. Jess Nichols, vice-chairman, I Mr. Garth offered a well worded I
the
meeting
;
called
to
order.
Mrs.
Mrs. Bradford Entettains Woman's Club Drama And cesses Mesdames Grace Cavender, R. C. Pickering and Mrs. J. L. prayer after which the minute s
Varden, Bertes Pigue. J C.
!were read by Mrs. Smith in the ab.
Tuesday Afternoon Club Literature Dept. Meets .Grady
Suggs, R.'E. Sanford, and Will Hol- Buckingham gave the scripture les- I sence of the secretary, Mrs. Sam
son.
gave z. report on
Mrs. L O. Bradford entertained
The Drama and Literature De- ; man, served individual cherry pies,
110/
Mrs. Harry Murphy was pro- 'Steele. Mr. Garth
the Tuesday ,afternoon bridge club pe.rtment of the Fulton Woman's coffee and salted nuts with favors gram chairman, the study was 'the recent rat campaign sliding that'
poison had
rat
ton
of
a
than
at her home on Third street this Club met Tuesday evening, Feb- of little red hatchets.
more
-Compassion Week' and "Helping
that ant. very 1
week.
ruary 17. at the elub home with
the Neec: in Europe," A generous been distribut. I and wer.. Ft ported.
satisfactory
.
Two tables were arranged for 27 members present. Mrs. Russ An- Alartha
,donation
-was
made
to
the fund
Taylor Hostess.
cresting
I lie then sh. wed some i.,
---0.131eS at contract and atter several derson and Miss, Elizabeth Witty
to help the-needy.
progiesAms Airs. Vester Freeman were visitors.
During the serial hour date cake films
—1ro Bridge Club Monday
trees tc';
was high scorer tor the afternoon
Mrs. W. L. Durbin called
the
and coffee were served to fourteen ipracticablity of using fruit
Miss Aiartha Taylor was hostess
beautify the home as v,•ell as to proAirs. T. K. Russell, Mrs. J. L. 'netting to order. Mrs. Paul Boyd
members.
to
the
members of her bridge club
duce food.
:ones, J.... Mrs.,„Nornian Terry and gave the secretary's report and Mrs.
Mrs. Clint Reeds were - guests to Russell Rudd the treasurer's re- Monday evening at her home on
He also urger! the -club to join
avenue.
Cleveland
:Palestine
Homemakers
--4-he club.
port.
the community improvement conTwo
tables
of
regular
member,.
is being sponsored.
At the close of the games reDuring the business session, Mrs.
C.,
Honor Mrs..R. B. Watts testAlr.which
ONO- WISile
Ellis then gave an interesting
freshments were served. Members Durbin announced that the depart- enjoyed games of contract dpring
JUR.% tnc.
144,
the
evening.
At
the
conclusidn of
The Palestine Hom,emakers Club talk on gardening and landsraping.
playing were Mesdames Ben Evans, ment name had been changed from
the
games
Airs.
Grady
taw at last...and she 111116
Varden
was
...
Ire
entertained with a tea honoring
L. O. Carter. Vester Freeman, and just Drama to the Drama and LitaDue to illness Miss Holmes, home
awarded high ecore prize.
seen Ma her trineh... Richard
ag riv-Wee-8.14-144444Mrs. R. B. Watti;Ta-ffeTegate- faA. G. Baldridge.
ture Department. Members 'were
The hostess served a lovely salad Farm and Home Week
had homily opened the &err
Convention, ent.
asked to buy tickets to the Joseph olLte
to Mesdames John Daniels, The licurs were from 2 till_
The club adjourned at three o' LET l'S GIVE YOU YOUR
Williams concert and they were dis4 Feb•
Lester
Newton:
Frank
Wiggens.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Russell of tributed among the members.
ruary 12 at the CommunitY Cen- clock and all -pronounced the Wil,
SPRING PERMANENT
Ean Benito, Texas, are the guests
lianiqes very gracious hosts.
Following the business session, Charles Ri.ce, H. H. Bugg, Paul t •
-4 Airs. Russell's sister, Mrs. M. I. Mrs. M. T. Calliham, program chair- Boyd and Grady Varden.
next meeting will be •
AIr,•. W. P. McClanahan and Mrs.
Th;
Boulton and Mr. Boulton at their man, presented a most interesting
,ori
.
Roy Bard received the guests- and with Air. and Alrs..J. H. Patters
Lome on Walnut street. '
Lacoueinat Beam SALcie
Mrs. Glyn Bard presided at the reg- el Friday. March 5th.
program, Mrs. E. C. Grisham in her
Mrs. F. Gaddie Guest
OtIACH4N2-PapiricLeira views •
iter. Airs. McClanahan presented
'program committee. Mrs. Homer
GOLD waif.s
'
Of Garden Department . the
Louis
;1,11•01(1.
of
St.
Thompson
Weatherspoon and Mrs. Hillman
NIAN1CUR1NG
with his
(lass this v.s.
The Garden Department of the Co'lier \Imo conducted a program in -p•int
FuLTONKEti LOIN
Thomrson and • Mrs. 218 OlUACH ST
Fulton Woman's Club met Friday. ices
with Lincoln's Birthday. tussle:
PHONE 34
February 13 at the club home with Afterwhich Mrs. Watts gave an in- Thcimpson, and Mrs. Ida ,Pi..grain at
20 members present.
teresting report on the Farm and their home.west of town.
The meeting was called...to order Home Week Convention which she
bv the chairman. Mrs. D. H. Terry. attended at Lexington in January.
who in her gracious manner wel. Some outstanding facts she mencorned thc visitors.
Mrs. E.. E. -tioned were that ea.vh county in
Mount, and Mrs. Fred Gaddie of Kentucky was represented for the
Clinton.
• first time in the history of the meetReports were given bv the ear- ings and a record attendance MMus committees. Mrs. John Earle 1300 pecple was recorded Tor this
reported on the proposed building vear. During the weds speakers
of the incinterator and cleaning' of made talks on farm and home life
the alley back of the club build- including demonstrations on the
ing. Mrs. Ernest Bell of the newest cooking equipment and good
Grounds .-:ommittee gave an account grooming.
of plans for beautifying the grounds
The refreshment committee, Mrs.
around the building.
.1. H Lawrence, Mrs. John Verhine
During the business session. Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Thompson, served
These prices for a limited time only.
Terry announced the sale of tickets tea and cookies to twenty seven
for the recital to be presented here members. Mrs. McLeod. home demC.ome in Today!
fogy Budget Terms
by Joseph (Brent) Williams.
imstration agent, and one visitor,
Following the business session Mrs. Lucy Jones of McConnell
Mrs. Terry introduced Mrs. Fred Road.
Caddie who gave an interesting talk
Those who attended were MesLuxury Performance
,sf. the second of a series titled 'lames Leslie Nugent. Lon Brown,
"The World in Your Garden."
percy King. Al. B. Bre-Nen. Berth,'
The new bighrpeed cooking units produce seven different
The Beautiful
During the social hour the host- Nugent. Roy Bard. W. P. McClanakesta. The big, bangnet Rise illuminated oven includia • withaRHAPSODY
esses. Mrs. John Earle. Mrs. Fr-s.€1±an„__Roberl.___Theimpsem, _Hillman
l:4h btoiler. There's• alx-quart "Deep Well" cooker and orrr
Collier.
J.
H.
Lawrence, Homer
Worth, Mrs. .J W. Cheniae and Mrs.
PHONORADIO
five cable feet of storage apace. Also fluorescent lighting, clock
Hazel Scruggs. served delightful re- Weatherspoon, John Verhine. E. O.
. come In and see this
and oven timer Fully gnars.ateed
freqlments that were in keeping newesse. Lucy Jones. R. B. Watts.
raper range.
Eugene Hoodenpyle. E. L. Browder,
with the Valentine motif.
Now $139.50
W. D. Inman. Joe Bazzell, Lewis
Thornpson, W. • D. McLeod, A
M. Browder, and Glyn Bard.
Fine quality, workmanship and
Mrs. Smith Hostess To
appearance. Prillont automatic,
record player. Biz tubes includAltar Societ yMeeting
Bowers Community Club
ing rectifier.
The Altar Society of Saint Edward's Catholic church met Thurs- Meets On February 6th
day evening. February 12, at the
F'ormerly 154.50
HOME AND AUTO SUPPL,IES
The Bowers Community Club heH
home of Mrs. Charlotte Smith Its regular meeting on
Friday,
Feb412 LAKE ST.
PHONE 10
with fourteen members and one ruary 6, at the home
guest, Miss Elizabeth Witty, pres- Mrs. Claude Williams. of Mr .and
FULTON, KY.
ent.
In spite of the extremely
Six Tubes Including Rectifier
cold
HORNBEAK and HOLLAND, Owner•
The meeting was called to .order weather 26 'members and several
with a prayer by Mrs. Smith, presiThe Handsome
dent, who then called on Mrs. Paul
Westpheling. secretary. to read the
ADAM RADIO
minutes of the last meeting.
During the business session platy.
were discussed to have the annual
'-ridge party the Alonday following
leas Liberal Allowance
Easter. This will be the second conen Yoer Old S•t
st.cutive year for this event.
Mrs. Ed Keiser was program
Beautiful classic design blends with any decoraS.
chairman and she presented Mrs.
tog scheme. Standard and short waves.
Clifford Shields who read the devotional. Mrs. Keiser then conducted a delightful quiz.
Formerly $59.95
During the social hour the hosteSs. Mrs. Smith, served spiced tea
ie• ult`i
and heart shaped cookies.

I

The Woman's Page

FIRESTONE

SUPER VALUES in

RADIOS

ELECTRIC
RANGE

249.50

FIRESTONE

Vow

II

35.95

Formerly

99.95

Sandra Fay Bowen Given
Birthday Party Saturday

Tire:tone
FAIRFIELD
PHONORADIO

\ISk
ss

69.95

///

Less liberal Allowance
0-n Your Old Sot
Smart design, deb walnut
finish, beautiful tone quality. Bevan tubes including
rectifier.

"
I
r(2- 4.5

The Glenmount

BATTERY RADIOS
NOW 37.95
Etiv, set pi rformane.'

We have many other
models t o choose from. Come in and
see for yourself.

•-•

FIRESTONE
AUTO SUPPLIES

412 443treet
Phone 10
Fulton. Kentucy ,
Hornheak:a6c1
„ivy Holland, Olvners
Onus
.
, -.6.10•11.01.

WE NEED 1000

.1*

DI

USED TIRES AND ARE UFERING

da
du
tir

OUTSTANDING LIBERAL
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR USED TIRES ON NEW
FIRESTONE DELUXE CHAMPIONS

Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Franklin hav.returned from a trip to Hot Springs.
Ark.
Miss Miriam Brawder el Wash-,
ington, D. C., is visiting her par
ients, Mr. and Mrs. Lebn Brov.-dcr.,

!Be, Qikick To Treat
Bronchitis

,Etattery extra.)
Formerly 44.95

1301k4X'A

Sandra Fay Bowen was given a
Valentine birthday party Saturday,
February 14, by her mother, Mrs.
L. Bowen at th,eir horne on Cleveavenue.
The little guests were Sandra's
classmates at Tarsv Norman school
and Dianne Wright of Carr Institute.
Games were-enjoyed' during the
afternoon after whicif-Sandra opened her lovely gifts,
Ice cream and cake were served
from
a birthday table center
ed by a beautifully desorated birthday .•.ake
with "Happy Birthday'
and blue candles.
After refreshments the guests attended the Malco Theatre. ,

Of

Lei US ?tuy Those Old Worst Tires Before You Have Trouble!

Chronic branchltld may develop if
Your ooligh, otter; cold, or acute bronchit:Isla not treated and you cannot afford to take eirchance vrith asiy medicine
leas pdtent than Oveomulsion which
tto the seat of the troOle to
and expel germ laden
aid oature to soothe and
W
.der, inflamed bronchial
branes.
•
blendwbeschwokel creoprocess with eitlidr tiros
for coughs.It oitOtaina

FIREsTotilE

ri4ta

HOME AND AUTO
-SUPPLIES
v

nit
how-thanligtdilries you
have tried, tell yoUr rl
tii sell you
&bottle of Creomulsion th the tmderding you must like tbe way it quickE
allays
l
the cough,permitting rest and
, or you are to have your money
(Adv.)

912 Lake Street
Phone 10
HORNBEAK and HOLLAND, Owners

bag

sitsi

,

), 194f;
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turned home aftei Leing theBARKLEY TALKS TO U. K.
t.t.ests of Mrs. T. P. Clark of Jack,
Alben W. Barkley, j(entucky s
• en, Tenn.
We are glad to heal that Mrs. senior United States senator and
national Democratic leader, discuss
J. A. Bowen has been moved home ed "The Role of
after. undergoing an operation at jority Leader in the Senate MaJones Clinic, and is nOw on the Process" in a talk Mae Legislature
before stuaents,
By Alice Clark
road to recovery.
„faculty and
at the
We are sorry to hear that Engi- University of townspeople
Kentucky last week
neer H. H. Kuffer who has retired (Feb. 11). It was the
Paducah senBefore we go on with other news, is on the sick list and home,.he is ator's
first visit to tbe U. K. camwant to niake a correction in ah on the road to recovery:
•
pus since he appeared as•the June
;rude appearing in the Fulton
Let's remember to be safetx- commencement speaker
in 1942.
Ddily Leader on Saturday evening, minded at all times.
February 14, 1948. This article was
Mr. and Mrs. J. I•Blehinger are
aointed
eritincr- ste'v true back-home -after a vacation !..? Ari- .URGE WINTER cescx-ur
:tory, I'm sure,' but -it doesisT hap- zona, New Mexico and several othCALF.RATIONS
pen to be a true story the way it er places of interest.
Failure of farmers to feed enough
vas written. The story was about
We are glad to hear that Mrs. vitamin D in calves born in the
Grace Marlin is on the road to re- often results in rickets. Accordingfall
t canary and an egg.
ts.
The canary -in mention did have covery after being on the sick list' veterinary authorities, owners will
In egg, in fact she had six eggs .. . in I. C. Hospital, Paducah.
save
themselves
plenty of trouble
i
Let's don't forget the Illinois by taking time out now to
md I hope they are all singers, as
_ have the prombe of one. But how Central Service club will sponsor up on the vitamin D, calciumcheck
and
he story came about, goes some- Miss tilly Walker and her Texas phosphorus content of their calf
Longhorns on March 5 at the Ful- rations for winter—and add
fling like this.
suf-I happened to 'be talking to the"ten-it/eh seitool•so lets ell-cornelficient amounts of these -elements
mployees wife' in. regards to the out as there will be fun for both'where necessary. When calves clo•
not get enough sunshine or some
CI Service Club (she is on the en- young and old.
ubstitute form of vitamin D, or
ertainment comnifftee) and she
when their diet is deficient in min'aughed and told me the canary had
erals,
there bons become so weak
m egg and in case I saw her husPALESTINE
that they break under even slight
tand to- tell him that Suzie (tha
Mrs.
Leslie gugent
.
strain. The usual symptoms of
anary) had an egg. And that is
Bro. C. E Boswell and family rickets are arched back enlarge;that / did. But no doubt the -some
wer,
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
and
ment of the ends of the long hones.
Mrs.
repprter was trying ,to be cute
B. Caldwell Sunday.
and slow growth.
intilnated the wives of I C ensMr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and
aloyees use the, company phones for
son spent Sunday with her parents,
11 sorts of silly conversation.
and. Mrs. D. Nelson east of 100 MUCH COD LIVER OIL
Mr.
I want a understood the wives of
'
KILLS ,CHICKS
•
he IC employeed here are very nicc town.
In a report just issued by the OnLynn Phillip Browder, student of
Ind they seldom call their hustario
ands and when they do, they us-, Murray College spent the week end da, Veterinary College in Canatally tell me what they yant and with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ethel that attention is called to the fact
chick rations containing too
Browder.
Isk me to relay .the message. When
Mac Pesvitt accompanied Elmus much cod liver oil can cause death.
.hat happens it is usually an illIn one large flock studied, many
less, death or something else im- Lynn Houston to Louisville Monday chicks lost
their appetite, became
will also go to L;exington
tortant, never such foolishness as and heabout
emaciated arid died after extended'
enrollment
K.
at
see
U.
to
was reported in the Leader story.
feeding of a mash "loaded with
returned
Pewitt
Harvey
Frankto
In the first place our General.
Monday after being at cod liver oil. Staff veterinarians of
Foreman, -Mr. Matlock would not fort, Ky.,
the college said that the owner
stand for it. And to the wives of the home for two weeks due to illness
had been
TUlton Roundhouse we take off our Prid death of his mother, Mrs. R. H. vitamin A trying to increase the
intake of the chicks by
'nits and also thank you for not be- Pewitt.
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Watts at- adding fish oil to the ration. but
ns the kind who call their hur
Mrs. J. R. that he was completely uninformed
sands every fifteen minutes or ask *ended the funeral of
at Pa- as to. the amount regnired. What
;s tell them something every few Watts of Louisville Friday
Milburn,
Ky. he should have done, they said,
at
burial
ninutcs and when the wives do ducah and
They were,accompanied home by was to let the birds have free achave an important message for
and. cess to, the oil.
heir spouses we are more than Airs. S. T. Via of Louisville
U. Elliott of Fort Worth,
dad to give the message or have Mrs. T.
Texas who spent Friday night and- In
hem call home.
Saturday renal-fling to their home ceiveAviatiorrCadet training you reapproximately 52 weeks trainnight.
Saturday
There are ty..o wives going around
worth $35,000 aqd have the finMesdames John Verhine and H. ing
hese days with their heads togethest
background
in ybur specialty.
their parents,
,.r trying to figure out where their W. Duncan surprised
rt Mrs Harry Shute Sunday today.
mist:kinds -gat -their new nicknames,
home with an anniversary
which happens to be "Handsome" at their
and birthday dinner. Those present
•nd "Bunk House."
were Mr. and Mrs. John Verhine
Mts. Stanley Hayes and daughter, and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Gale have returned from Jackson, Duncan
and family, Mrs. Graze
"ann., after spending the, week end
and the honorees.
Griffin
vith relatives.
Mrs. Agnes Motherall of Detroit
e Mrs• W. R. McKenzie and chil- visited her brother, C. B. Caldwell
.,r,tn. Patty Gale and- Buddy have
Caldwell the week end.
.•eturned home after a visit with re- and Mrs.
The 4tomemakers will meet Fri- .
'-,Uves in Jackson, Tenn., over the
if nose fllls up
February 20 in their monthly
"env
• _•It end.
Community Center. Host`Trs. James Wade and children, meeting at serve lunch.
'1,munie and Paul have returned -sses will
ome after spending the week end
If you knoiv some young men
Jackson, Tenn., visiting relatives.
It's wonderful how a little Va-tro-nol
aviation, you
Mr. ind Mrs. Jones Gamblin and who want to get into started•
up each nostril relieves stuffytFt
right
help them get
-an
-laughter, Jessie Bell. have returncongestion. It you need relie_f
nearest
try it I Follow directions ln
ckage.
- d home after a visit with Mrs. low—direct therrO.to the
Reamblin's parents at Linden, Tenn. 'IS Armv and US Air Force
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howell have -ru iting Station.

Roundhouse
Round-Up

INu.
-- IN FULTON--

brings yon

she es
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America's greatest
coat value!

*25
Shortswam story.. a Jean Harper
classic coat in the exciting new throats/aim length. You'd never believe
that such tailoring, such fabric, suds
lining. such fit cauki be yours at such
a price! It's in Jean Harper's exclurive
pure wool suede ... Harperissel•
help rewist naserture and dust. Ana
osiers? Just too putty tor awl.
Swiss le IL

or

SEE OUR WINDOWS sn,.

rnitkcie.mze
BAISON BROS.
CO.

SEE milking action through

PitLSENTs

a window in a pow's udderl
/41/10

LEARN how milk is made

STRIPwit/.
Phre+

and stored wed "Let Down
HEAR this priceless stor
from a famous Authority

NIVE.PRIPSEN
ofisrailikmasom

Todeo

incts 1,11-110-1111101_

Poultry Industry Leaders Recommend
FREE SHOWINGS!

Bring Your FEunily and Your Friends

Sell an OLD HEN-- Buy THREE EARLY CHICKS
WE WANE TO TRADE
NEW MKS FOR OLD HENS

SOUTH FULTON, FEB. 13
High School Auditoritun, 7:30 p.

CAYCE, FEB. 16
High School Auditorium, 7:30 p. rn.

ClINTON r FEB. 17
Courthouse, 7:30 p. m.
DR. W. E. PETEWSEN of the
University of Minnesota, . . mest
American
frequently quoted
dairy scientist, whose staff pmduced this movie, has worked
t irelcssly to bring American
tlairying methods up to date. Let
ttim show you some of the facts
of milking!

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 202
FEEDS --- FERTILIZER --- SEEDS
Years of painstaking research on
!he functions of the oow's udder
have !strutted in world wide fame
*or Dr. Petersen. His tireless activities for the betterment of
American dairying have made him
one of the best known and most
stun oiroted authorities in the
dairy field.
Little of what is known by
scienee Is in actual pretence in
American dairy barns, bet it is DO
fault of Dr. Petersen's. He travels
more than 50,000 miles each year to
address dairy farmers in this country and C,anada, and much of the
nrorress towards better milk prodnetion on the average far= Is a
•iire^t result of his ows, and hb
graduates' teachings.
- 8y combining the technique used
fn create his famous mechanical
-ow---an udder kept alive by an
-vtificial heart and long of his own
en-sign—with a revolutionary surgical dissection, Dr. Petersen haa
succeeded In exposing the inside of
an &atrial odder daring the operation of milking.

Trade US your nonproducing old hens for strain-tested HUSKY!
TRY! HARDY baby chicks.
Yoti can feed three chicks to broiler weight on the feed that one hen wott141!
eat during the next six months.
This year EARLY CHICKS (February, March, and April) offer the
eatest profit opportunity according to the International Baby Chick
Association.
Early chicks will be laying at the ti me when egg prices are highest.
Our field serviceman will help cull yotg flock — NOW — and at NO
COST to you.

All Swift's Chicks Are:
HUSKY—They have been developed from strains which show the greatest vigor and fastest development.
HEALTHY—Breeding flocks have been carefully tested to eliminate all
pullorum reactors. Stvift's chicks are hatched under hospital-clean
conditions, and are given proper care so they reach you in top health.
HARDY—Produced from strains noted for high livability. Many growers have reported that every Swift chick they purchased lived.
Come in and see us, or write for further information about Swift's ett
Hampshires or other profitable breeds that are also strain-selected.
PULLORUM CONTROLLED
V. S. APPROVED —
Order Your Chicks Today
from

SWIFT'S HATCHERY

1,V-*

'110•Pler,

trt,ln,s
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LATHAM

AND BIBLE UNION
Mrs. Carey Frields
, Mignone .Morrison
Mrs. Grant Bynum is •-iinproving
*at Haws Memorial wheee she conDanny. small son of Mr. and
1.:nues to be treated for asthma.
Mrs. Red Stafford, has been ill for
Mrs. Chap Johnson suffered from the past week.
bronchitis and under 'medical care
Friends of this community exa few days last week.
tend sympathy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and Finis Mansfield of Chicago, Ill.. in
baby, Karen Gayle lett the past the passing of their son, Eulane
week for petroit for a visit with of near Ruthville, Tenn. He died
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Covene last Thursday and was buried
Hastings. This is Karens first visit New ilepe Friday. He leaves bewith her grandparents.
sides his parents, his companion of
Rev. Jack McClain filled his reg- less than a year.
ular appointment at Salem Baptist
Mrs. Davis Thomas moved to her
church the past Sunday.
son's, Bonnie Thomas near Latham
Hillion Nelson left for Detroit the last Monday.
•
past week end after a visit here aMiss Shelby Birchem has been
...none relatives.
school
for several days
absent from
Relatives have late news from the due to illness.
bedside of Mrs. Paul Cavender, St.
Everett Shanklin returned front
.7...ouis. There is no improvement in the- Fillton hospital- last Thursday
.ondition of Mrs. Cavender, who and is recoverying from a fall nice,,Ins been in declining health for'
•
•
s.,rrne time.
Mrs. Lucy Carney has been worse
Relatives and friends gathered in for Zile last few dayd-with a heart
.
at the horne of Mr. and Mrs. Hous- a ilment.
fon McGuire the past week and cut
Next Sunday night is regular
bountiful supply of fire wood aid- singing night at Babtist church in
ing them in care of J. Vincent. un- Latham. Come put.
cle of Mrs. McGuire. who is making his home with them near Palinemville highway.'
Sirs. Less Campbell
• The remams of Paul .William's
reached here the past 'week
The sunshine certainly has been
and was carried to his home. nicc for the past few (lays. Hope
Young Gills g_aye his life in the rec-• vre have lots' of it. _
ent war and -is the 'first of bodies
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hawks of
to reach this 'area. He is survived Clarksville, Tenn., spent the week
'by his wife. Sissie Parham Harris end with Mrs. Hawk s parents, Rev.
and a son. wham he never saw. his and Nils. Charlie Maekens and fammother, Mrs. Irma Bynum Gills, a ily.
brother Jeff. many other relatives
Geraldine Allen has been ill but
2nd friends, who mourn the young is better.
•••
father's death. Funeral service was
Mrs. Mary Ferguson and children
held at Bethel Baptist church with spent Thursday wth Mrs. Less
interment at McGuire, under Wh- Campbell.
Icre 'honors.
Bill Wilbanks of Murray spent
Sunday‘with his mother, Sfis. W.C.
Matthews.
Mr, and Sirs. Earl Robey spent
Min Martha Williams
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Naomi Williams spent ;up- jerdon.i
day night with Mrs. R. S. GoAum. Mrs. Genola Allen has been sick
Elder and Mrs. E. C. Lowry and but is fine now. •
M:r. and Mrs. Burch Moon visited
Mrs. Earline Campbell attended
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Croft Tuesday a brush partv at Mrs. Sonny Mad•
dines home in Fulton Friday night.
IVilliams spent Saturday
We are sorry to hear that Carl
night with Bertha Yates.
King is ill. We hope he is better
Mr. Marshall Lowry spent Satur- soon.
day night with Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Less and Patsy Campbell and
Lewry and Richard.
Geraldine Allen went to the Malco
Those on the sick list are: Mrs. Theatx•e Monday night.
Andrew Williams. Mrs. G. W.
Mr and Mrs. Harold McMellon
Brent% Mrs. . .
as
s
c
a y are visit:51g wi
Mrs.
ravid Brann. We wish them a Lillie McCree.
Fneeciy recovery.
Misses "Martha. Naom; and lit*le 'Mrs. Ruth Scott spent Sunday
Sue Williams visited Elder and Mr:. with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Lowry Sunday.
F. C. Ridditt in Obion, Tenn..
Mrs. W. L. Williams and sor.s,
Eraciy and J. R. spent Tuesday witli
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham and
.A:r. and Mrs. Andrew Williams and ,Tr. and Mrs. Rupert Stilley spent
S -nda., with the Grahatri daughter.
and Mrs. 3. fl. Lowry and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock and family in
sc,ri Richard • and Marshall Lowry i Bowling Green.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
John Ladd and family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Putnatn, Sr.,
Bertha Yates and 'Harold Taylor ,
returfied irern a trip to Nash7en.4 S.inday with Billy Williams.
Tenn.'

MARTIN HIGHWAY

s.

Friday, February 20, 1943

Mrs. W. M: Fitzpatrick
of
BrooklYn, N. Y., is visiting her
mother and brother, Mrs. Lula
Hamlett and Clifton Hamlett anci
family on Second street.
*
Mrs. Harry Bushart and Miss
Mrs. Alex Khouri is visiting her
Mary Swan Bushart left Sunday for daughter, Mis. Fre
'
cl Khourie in
Lakeland, Fla., where they will bei Cairo, Ill.
the guests of Mrs. Ralph Penn.
Me. and Mrs. Itichuid Taylor and
Miss Betty Carter student of Mur- Mi s. Georgta Exum of Milan, Tenn.,
ray college, spent •.he wtek end spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
with hei grandparents, Mr. and Walter• Joyner and T. M. Exum
Mrs. I.. O. Carter in Fair Heights. their home on Walnut street.

Green, will spent the week end with nephin arid Mr. Hannephin at their
her father, P. F. King and Mrs. home on (Norman street.
King op Route One;
.
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell,.of
•Frank W. Cequin, Jr., of Hunt- 'Murray, Ky., spent the' week lind
ingdon, Tenn., spent Monday night with their•parents in Fulton.
with his father, Frank Cequin on
Walnut street.
Mrs. Abe Jolley. who has been
a patient in the Baptist Hospital in
Mr. and Mrs. Yewell Harrison and Memphis, has returned to her home
daughter, Margaret- Lee, spent Sun- on West State Line and is doing
day with their parents, Mr. and nicely.
Mts. 0. W. Harrison and Mrs. W. W.
--Coli. in Murray. Ky.
Mrs. Gordon Baird has been called to Nashville on accouart ot ill•
A. M. Allen oi fleir.s of her daughter.
Mr
Mrs. Sue Schoe who has l'een a
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Dame and
oil
}t. flt Sunday with
little 'daughter, Nancy, have re- patient in the Mayfkld -hospital Jackson,
.
form
the
Mrs. J. E. HanSubscribe to The News!
turned from a visit with relatives for several months rettn•ned to hei•
home on Green street Wednesday
in Paducah.
and is doing nicely.
Mrs. Ernest Bell has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brigham of
home after a visit witli her daughter, Mrs. Clu•lton Wilkes and fam- Dyersburg, Tenn., were week end
guests
of Mr. and Sirs. Roy Hamby.
ily in Memphis.

Town Topics

Mrs. Millie Gashon is a patient
Mri. Dalton McWhorter hag ieturned to her honk in Memphis aft atsJones Hospital.
er
Irisit with her daughter, Mrs. ,
Lonnie Roper and family on West
Mrs. I. F. Brundige who has been
a patient at Jones hospital has been
street.
dismissed.
Mr. and Mrs. Err:est Fall, Sr., left ,
.
--Sunday for a weeris stay in liot
Mrs.. Mose Foster and baby, RodSprings, Ark.
ney Lee, who have been in Junes
Hospital, have returned to their
ts home in Water yalley, Ky.
Dr. and Mrs. Rot,o;t BzI rd
returned from a 'week end visi:
with their daughter, Mrs. Billy Vo.iVS8
IleldtKing. who is
entine and f:mlily in Lexington.
businesi college in Bowling

utaiga."dbarisioNMOMMI
.\ tneral Service is the 1:-ist.
public expressiolt of 1,-c-we and
Esteern. We try to make it a fitting one.

W.- W. Jones

Son

FUNERAL HOME
Martin, Tenn.
Phone 390
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Her man may work fronz sun to sun
But this housewife's wori: is easily clone!
"'elk

OS (its

Yes, indeed, the smart housewife lets
Reddy Kilowatt do it. She appreciates
the value of her electrical service, and
makes all possible use of it. Watch her
smile when you mention the "drudgery
ot housework," for drudgery went out
the window when Redcly came in at the
service en+rance.

ri do it)

frier,

,E1•

• I /I

;1","

Whether it's housework. cooking, or laundry, tbe best way to
do it isi as handy as her electric
switch. No wonder she's happy,
and off to town so early. She's
had the worl(l's finest servants—
her electrical servants— helping
her with her chores.

—

How to be -a

'PARTY LINE ANGEL
in 4 Easy Lessons
Allow a little time between
galls to permit others to have
shrir tern at the line.

What another party on your
time lias assonworgency, please
sallow dr line quiddy.

GIVE OTHERS )
A CHANCE

RELEASE
THE LINE IN
4L. EMERGENCY

C

She's happy about another
thing, too. Electricity Is the
smallest itern in her family budget — and does the most for her.
It costs less today than ever

before
-. In fact, she's getting
twice as rnuch glectricity for her
money as she got 10 to 12 years
ago— and she's using twice as
much as she did then.
She doesn't have to be a Lady
Gotrocks, either, because with
her low-cost electric service,
she'll tell you she can't afford not
to make full use of all the electrical servants available to her.
Sbe knows her electricity is worth
snore than it costs.

•••••••••Th,
•

templet* calls
Thft
ensures better service for ydu
mid your party line neighbors.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

, KEEP CALLS
ILL__ BRIEF

A SeV-Supporting, Tax-Puying Service Organimation
Se sure phone is placed
secure/ay on htiolc after each
oat Remember,one phone off
the hook ties up an en•ire line.

c

HANG UP
CAREFULLY

110101111111111 RILL TELEPHONE AND TILEGRAPH COMPANY
'
eserirperelied

THE MORE YOU USE ME THE LOWER MY HOURLY WAGE
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SPRING CLEANING BEST TIME TO THINK
Of FALL(ING DOWN) COUNCIL ADVISES

Roas of Culture

BIRTHSTONESDA7EFROM THE
/2 GEA4SIN HIGH PRIEST AAR0
0
4! 1;:ri :1
) ---P ON...0 BREASTPLATE WHICH
,iilf !oil ,,i14,. (------ SYMBOLIZED,IN TURN,/SRAEL.S/2TRIBES.THEZONAC.:f
IPA Oil 4,th
SIGNSANDTHE 12MONTHS.
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JANUARYS
'
'BIRTHSTONE.
THE GA RNET,WAS WORN
BY THE A NC/E/VTS TOENSURE SAFE TRAVEL.
HEALTH AND CALMNESS.

Fdr Fine Liquors

44'1

6,At.4

JANUARY PEOPLE ARE THINKERS. ORATORS,
TEACHERSAND Sr/ENTISTS.

@fizgae

4

-

TRADITIONALLY,ONE. BIRTH STONEBRINGS GOOD FORTUNE.
CHINESE WEAR TWO BIRTHSTONES:LEST ONE HAND
MAKE THE OTHER JEAL OUS.

IA

.14

Now is The Time
To Sow Your
Spring Pasture

JANUARY- THE GARNET
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Ladies, it occie
spl mg house- during spring cleantng.
cleaning time. But it's fall the NaThe Council says they .7an do this
tional Safety Council is worrying in two ways—first, by making sure
about. The kind of fall that breaks they are not numbered among the
bones, that is.
victims because they „nse unsafe
The Council has good reason to cleaning methods, and- second, by
fret. Those statistics that are so un- using cleaning time as a chance
interesting (until they mean you) for closeup inspection of the fall
show that falls are the nation's No..hazarcis around the house.
2 accident killer.
, Here's how you can protect yourThe ladies, who among their man- ' self. To 'reach the high places, use
lad duties may consider them- your kitchen step stool or a stepselves die safety engineers of their ladder in good repair. Never climb
homes. can do a lot to reduce the on boxes or unsteady chairs. Sitting
annual toll of 16,590? fall deaths in on a \yindow sill to wash outside
th ehorne by thinking of the fall windows is just downright fool_

•
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426 koke St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93

_ pET OUR HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
CLOVERS ...
White, Dutch, Laflino, Red, Alsike,
and Sweet
_ .
GRASSES.
Bluegrass, Red Top, Tim9thy, Rye,, •
Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
ALFALFA
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Listen to our progran over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!

Ilib

Ladies House
Dresses

.4

THE LOVELY GARNET
RAS ALWAYS SY/14 BOL/ZEP FA/TH AND
CONSTANCY.

SIZES 14 to 56

' ap9-4/0`,
9•14

'"1

$2.98

1)

a""al

Complete Line of
INFANTS and CHILDREN
WEAR

MENS MATCH WORK SUITS
$3.95 to $6.95
Save By Shopping With

THE BUDGET SHOP
204 LAKE ST.

FULTON
-.M.-.J4•••-
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hardy. Don't stagger downstaiis
with loads of bedding or other objestts that are too heavy or obstruct
your vision. Keep your cleaning
tools picked up and safely out of
the way. By all means dont make
an obstacle course out of your
All members of the Enlisted Restairs. Watch yoursell on newly- serve Corp who were prisoners
of
\yaxed floors, especially before the war in either Theater of
Operarugs are relaid.
tions are now eligible for promoTo protect the rest of the family tion in accordance with; Provis,s well as yourself the year round, ions of the Prisoner of War Policy,
house.leaning time is an opportpni- as outlined in Dept.. of the Army
ty to make a note of all the haz.- Circular No. 22, sect; 4, dtd.. 27
•irds you see from time to time January 1948.
around the house, but promptly for-. All ERC members are urged to
zet or put off removing. The Coun- review thc method of applying,
cil asks that something new be add- and qualifications as outlined beed to the cleaning routine this year low:
by haying a pad of paper and a
1. Submit
-,encil 'handy. List those hazards as Instructor. letter addressed to Unit
Organized Reserve. Ken.vou come across them, and then 1501 Frederica
consult with hubby on a definite Ky.. (Located street, Owensboro
in Owensboro Tech'Ian to eliminate them before some nical high
school, third floor left)
member of the family pays the price
2. Date. grade and section in
neglect.
which enlisted in ERC.
But writing down hazards is only
3. Present grade held in ERC.
the first step, cautions the Council.
4. Date taken prisoner of war.
Mat doesn't remove them.
5. Date and grade held at time
return to military control.
When young men ask your ad6. Date and grade of last p:emovice about what they should do tion.
.from here on, you'll be doing thern
•ind the nation a real service by telling them about the U. S. Army- ALFALFA FOR BROOD SOWS
In spite of repeated advice to
schools.
`arm -rs that sows must be given
substantial amounts of alfalfa to
he;-- ilthy litters. _many -hog
:3roducers are failing to heed this
idvice. says the American Veteri,nev_ Medical Association. °""Count
44•.•
less numbers of pigs, and - inesti-nable orofits are being lost every
-oar bY prody.-ers who disregard
the nutritional needs of their herds,"
'his group declares. It is suggested, 0-qt throughout the
gestation
period the sow should receive 15
per cent of alfalfa hay or
alon0 with balancing amounts
-f Prennd corn and oats plus a
'
,;Ph-ouality
prot,in supplement.
N.:Tess to good pasture also should
- e provided whenever possible:
•14

One Stop Raciiator Shop
All Kinds Of Fqrm
Equipment Overkauleci

44-

CHECK YOUR CAR FOR HEATING
Radiator Repairs are Cheaper Than Motor
Overhauling.

EXPERT I3ADIATOR OPAIRIN9
RECORING

W.it SCATESI
Phone-Day 1333-J night 1333-R
Highway 45. South
SOUTH FULTON, TEAM
;
c.)
Open Six Days a Week---7 A. M.to 6 P. M.

,

3ECORD MINE CLASS
)
'' PFDICTED AT U K
Although 81st annual commencement exercises of the Unive.rsitv
-4 Kentucky are another four
months awav, an all-time record
number of graduates already is ass”e,d. the University Registrar's
siff;ce has disclosed. A total of 1.1 38 current students have filed
no
tices that thov y'ill complete praduation requirements before -Friday
Junc 4. The existing record
•,a#;np r1 44 c 'vac 657 of last gradyeaand previously the highest numbcof graduates was 466 ,in 1939.
If you're physically fit, singlo,
between 29 and 261
yeirs old,
and have completed at least onehalf the requirements fen. a college
degree from an accredited institu;on or pass an equivalent examineion you are eligible for appointnent to the Aviation Cadets.

NEW AND USED RADIATORS
ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE WELDING
DISC GRINDING and WELDING IN YOUR FIELD

:•
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REBUILDING
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PW MEMBERS OF ERC
TO GET PROMOTIONS
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Just Received:
METAL GALVANIZED ROOFING FERTILIZER
BARBED WIRE
PHOSPHATE

A.C.Butts& Sons
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-1

BRING YOUR GRINDING AND MIXING
JOBS TO OUR NEW

Sweet' Feed Mill
We are glad to announce that we are now handling a new line of popular priced feed.

The Occident Feed
MADE BY RUSSELL MILLER MILLING; ST. LOUIS, MO-

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

REED BROS,:
FERTILIZER

SEED

FEED

DEPOT STREET

FULTON

rHONE 621
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THEY'RE'
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USA:10AL

De,41 e TIRES
Original Equipment on Amerka's Rnest Cbrs,

600 x 16-- $14.95
West KentuckyAuto &bre
(Formerly ,Weetern- Auto Store)
202
, Phone 142
.
,Lake S
4
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WILLIAMS HDWE. CO.
4th Street
Fulton r •
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ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen

Mr. and
Snow for
L..ther
with Mr.
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Mrs. Pat Snow and Joe
a while Sunday afternoon. 1Veatch spent Thursday'
and Mrs. Rollie Howell.

r

"KNOW-HOW:'
THE KEY TO .OUR

TO GET A QUICK
AND FRIENDLY LOAN
DROP IN TODAY
OR USE THE PHONE,

RECIPE OF THE WEEK
There are good reasons for combining canned string beant and "eelcity in a casserole dish. In the first
place, new flavor and -teXture
given to the beans, which have be
monotonbus about this time of
y•ear. 'then the beans help to 'stretch
.ile celery—a more expensiVe veg.
citable, points out Mrs. Pearl Haait,
specialist in 'foods at the UK col:
of agriculture and home eco.cornics.
Scalloped String Beans with Celery
s
etrin
d cgie
e bry
eana_
_ce
ruiu:pe.
crnc
no
edk
o
2 tablespoons-butter or marga-

"Miss Lala" Brightens Her Corner

Mrs. Donald Ch:nry spent Taus_
clay with Mrs. Ronald Elliott.
WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Dada BYrd and Beverly,Arm
Elliott are on the sick list.
Mrs. Edgar Orissom
•-•
Jackie Ja.: kson spent Thursday'
Mts. .Edgar Grissom
Mr.
and
with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch.
;
Mrs. John McClanahan and Mrs. ,spent Saturday morning in Hick•
Percy Veatch spent Wednesday with man on business.
Hillman Collier has bought a new
Mrs. Turney Byrd.
tractor.
Farman
Mrs. Dorris Pillow spent Thursday night with Miss Marie Moore.
W. M. Weatherspoon of SpringMr. and Mrs. Berni.ce Patrick hill community has returned home
fioeu Uition- City spent Smiley- •
fronr-Eit—Lotris—frorn—the- hospital
Marshall Moore.
and is slowly improving after two
Mr. and Mrs, Alvie Snow visited operations in the past four weeks.
Mr. Weatherford is the father of
Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
Miss Frances Sutton is recovering
from an attact of the flu at her
home on Route One.
Mrs. Ann Cruce is very ill at her
home on the Morris farm and is not
expected to live.

OVERHAUI.
. ;SERVICE!

Friday, February 20, 1948

MEMPHIS--Mrs Lela Blaylock. a crossing flag' lady for the Illinois Central Railroad at Poplar Street crossing here. pictured before
a miniature of her station, explains to Paul Flowers, local newsman,
how she created a beauty spot around her shanty. Miss Lala, as she
is known in Memphis, was honored by the Memphis City Beautiful
Commission with an award at a banquet which more than 600 members of Civic Groups', Gold Star _Mothers and Parent Teachers Asso'ciatiorts attended. It was from near this crossing that the immortal
' Casey Jones left on his ill-fated run in :900! •

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches
Clocks
and
Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

1 tablespoon flour
1-4 .cup vegetable liquid
1-2 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup grated cheese
I cup bread crumbs
Cook the beans and celery for 15
minutes in the liquid from the can.
ned beans. (The celery should be
left slightly crisp). Make a white
sauce of butter, flour, milk and
iegetable liquid. Add salt and
cheese. Place half the beans and
celery in a greased casserole, cover
'with half the crumbs add remainder .of Vegetables, ,cheese sauce and
remainder of crumbs, Which have
been buttered. Place in hot oven for
i5 minutes to blend flavors and
"r,rown crumbs.

koit"

.
4•
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•Chances are you haven't
appendicitis—or any
other serious malady. But
it's btu to know. If' your
health is in question,consult anti co-operate with
your Physician. And, we'll
co-operate if you'll bring
Leis prescripuor.s to us.

•

**Know-how"often means the
difference between an inexpen..
vivo and a high-priced recorp.
eiStioning job. That's why we
siay--it pays to let us service
your John Deere Equipment.
The "knew-hew" of our men
clunks,' combined with their
use of only genuine John Deere
Parts and precision tools, is
offered you by no other dealer
in this ciommunity.See us about
our reanditioning work soon!

Whether you need estra cask
for
to 1111 ibis fuel bin .
other mid -winter expenses ...
phone or come in. We'll gladly
help.
I'P TO 20 IIONTIIS TO REPAY

WILLIAMS HDWE. CO.
ilth Street

Fulton

T•IBUY oniLv•GENUINE'
JOHN DEERE PARTS
tallnernIZeigratalt

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY,45-E
GRINDING AND MILRUSIG OF ALL HINDS OF FEEDS
All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Fertilizers

Wire Fencing

Phone 651

NOW IS A -GOOD TIME TO PLACE
Your order for that Spring or Summer
Suit! Guaranteed to fit, tailored to your
measure. Write for appointment:

J. T. BRUNDIGE
Martin, Tennessee

Whitnel- Hornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

Listen To Our Radio Program "Moen River"
exiery Wednesday night at-8:30--ovek: WENK.

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

Inv Line Automatic Duo-Therm:Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or,.
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Lovie McClain of
Wynnburg. Saturday afternoon.
7i,nn.. is v's!t:ng NIr. and Mrs. Bud
Mrs. •Lela Bushart visited klis.
Ellicher and family and expects to Winnie Steele Saturday afternoon.
go to work at the factory- Monday. Mrs. Steele is improving slowly.
:norning.
Lee Olive is improving. Mrs. Lil•
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman Cruce of ly Gordon visited him Saturday
afternoon.
Mt. Carmel Community are attending the bedside of lus mother, Mrs.
We are very thankful for these
Ann Cruce West of town.
beautiful sunshine days after hte
rain
and snow of the past week.
Twenty three attended prayer
It's my great privilege to hear
meeting at the home of Mr. and
lyres. Leon Moore Saturday night. the radio program of Rev. Tilden
27 attended Sunday afternoon at Garner of Dublin, Ky., and the girls
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Julius singing. We are very thankful that
Fulcher, West State Line.
Rev. we can hear all these lovely gospel
Baird preached a very fine sermon. messages every day and Sundays.
Every one was glad to have M.'. Just suppose the time should come
could neither see nor hetar
and Mrs. Jackie Ja.ckson and daugh- when
Gods word preached.
teF,.Fay back.
Tommie Moore received word
Albert JaCkson kloore was 12
years old on February 11 and his that his Son and wife's trailer was
destroyed
by fire. The stove' ex•
dinner
motlaer honored him Wtih a
aith just a few of his friends pros- plodecl and they lost everything
•nt because the roads were so bad thev_had.They were running around
.in the snow barefoot. We v.Tre sor:c.) get to tneir house.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom is sick of ry to hcar of their misfortune: They
narrowly c''cap:.,d the flames.'
.:old.
'
Mary--Cotlins-ec,ce-i-i.teci—woret-77,ent awhile Saturday afternoon that her brother, Clarence Pankey
.vit,1 Mr. anci„ Mrs. Vanford Smiley is very nervous. weak and lonely
He suff:'-ed a paralytic stroke last
in Riceville.
summer. I wish you mikht give him
a shower of cards.' His address
LYNNVILLE
Clarence Pankey. 705 Locust. I
Animas, Colo.
Mrs..Bob Taylor

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807 R
Or Call 70

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

CITY DRUG CO.
('. H. NIcOANIEL Pbar.; Owner
408 Lake
Phone,. 70, 428

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

artsi.RIPTIONS

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PACL—BORNBE A K
WAITEP %'()EI.PEI.
Licensed Funeral
Lireased Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
5IRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN.

DUKEDOM -

(Too late for last week)

Hillon Nelson of Detroit has bet n
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.,
Claude Nelson and his grandmother,
Mrs. .Ida Grisaem fog several days.,
Mr. and Mrsp-G.'W Newton spent
a few days with his sister and family in Puryear, Tenn., last week. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Puckett an-'
nounce the birth- of a - daughte.born at the Haws hospital last
week.
Mrs. Virginia Pinegar of Detroit
has been visiting her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Horace Puckett for sev
eral days.
Rev Murrel Moody held his regular appointment at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ Sunday and was
the dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Winston.
Lonzo Rav Stafford of Latham
spent a few days last week tin h
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
,
Woodruff.
Ken Rose Winston who has been
on the sick list is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon and
Sandra visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rogers of Mayfield awhile Sunday.
Mr. and Mra, Luther
Newton
PILOT OAK
spent a few days last week with
5Irs, Mary Collins
their daughter. Mrs. Henry Davi:
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, went whose baby daughter was ciu t.
to Chicago Sunday night and ar- sirk with the croup.
rived home Monday night.
Mr. tied Mrs. Leon Faulkeer add
Wednesday visitors of Mr. anci Mikie spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Caldwell were hie.-Mrs. Edwin Cannon arid Max.
brothers and their wives and Ar- Cannon is ill ivith the flu.
mon Caldwell.
Mr. and Mr3. Hobart Woodruff
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive, Mr. visited around Latham Sunday.
Duckett. Orbie Bushart, Evelyn
Mrs. Bates Byars and
Cheryl
Melten and Sherry, Tobie and Ter- spent last Tuesday with Mrs. Hol)
ry Olive went to Fulton Wednes- art Woodruff.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior House and
We were sorry to hear of the Don spent Sunday With Mr. and
painful accident of Tom Steward. Mrs. Harry Watts.
who was kicked in the head by a
Mr. and Mrs. James Gay of MayWe wish for him a speedy re- field visited Mr. and Mrs. Hermy
zovery.•
Roberts over the week end.
Edwin Carr suffered a painful
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Brown of Fulareident Wednesda", when he cut ton visited Mr. and Mrs. Will
'i's le:.; with an ax.
Brown Sunday.
The horn,
makers, met with Mrs.'
Mrs. Billy Copeland and son
1.11,mc Lowry Thursday. A fine Fulton visitiod Mrs. John Bowd.
WPS served at noon.
one day last week.
l‘Irs. Ruby Moody and clautiters,
,4une and Peggy, aff-e-haed church
VISON here Sunday.
After a spirit of discernment. the
Mrs. Violet Bushart, Gale and next rarest things in the world are
Rebecca spent Thursday with Mrs. diamonds and pearls.—Bruyere.
Lela Bushart.
Golden hours of vision come to,
Jack Olive went to Memphis Fri- us in this present life, when we are!
day.
at our best, and our faculties work!
We were sorry to hear of the together in harmony.—Charles Dole
qerious illness of Albei-t Casey in
Men of vision or imagination are
the Mayfield hospital. We wish for never discouraged, because their
him a speedy recovery. Mr. and eyes are ever on the day of victory.
Mrs. Frank Morris visited him —John R. Mott.
Wednesday.
Human foresight often leaves its
Mrs. Ruby Mae Steele and chil- proudest possessor only a choice of
dren visited Mrs. Mary Collins , evils.--C. C. Colton.
Weil, Mr. Ground hog saw himself
n the 2nd of February so we are
in for six weeks of bad weather.
We sure are getting our'share of
-.now in this part of the state.
The roads have been dangerous
'or driving 'for the past two weeks.
lot of people have been killed or
hurt.
Mrs. J, R. Taylor received a letter
from her son Harry and his wife
who live in Los Angeles, Calif.,
'saying the weather was nice and
warm there.
There is not much news to write
about as people are confined to
their homes on account of bad
weather. They ,just cook, eat and
build fires.
Mrs., Tinnie Ann Pickard has
been discharged_from the FullerGilliam Hospital after a long spell
of sickness.
The merchant of BoydvilVre
out of coal oil and no rell , in
sight.
The farmers are behind with their
tobacco stripping on •account of
cold weather.

The Home of

Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B R-B-1
MS East Fourth Street
411111•1111111,1011111111111aWenrearrros.

1
PERK UP DRAB FURNITURE
A fresh, bright coat of paint can do wonders for
your home. It will renew your furniture and your
interior woodwork. We have a grand selection of
colors and the prices are reasonable. Choose the
enamel you want, today.

•
4
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Exchange Furritlive Com
207 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35
111111elitenteleallaernatenfteltelhaks..—
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In Our Record Department

Cost

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE

Time
!urate3y—
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As Surveyed by Billboard Magazine
1. Ballerina
6. Serenade of the Bells
2. I'm loo_kbig over a
four-leaf clover.

7. I'll dance at your
Wedding

3. Now is the Hour

8. Beg your Pardon

4. How Soon

9. Too-Fat Polka

5. Golden Earrings
10. Manana
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks
Extra Albums
Needles
Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records)

Baby NEEDS plenty of opportunity to move around and develop ... and with the bright, sunny days of Spring just around
the corner, you'll want to take baby out in the fresh air. Let
us show you our complete department of special things baby
needs ... and YOU need for his comfort and protection.

NURSERY CHAIRS

ing
us.

HIGH CHAIRS

O.
Owner
0, 428

TRAINING SEATS
Five prices to choose! Our deluxe chair is in natural finish blonde with adjustable front-to-back

They fit the top of your comode.
Sturdy, practical for the growing
child.

:ray, folding floor rest, solid back, extra sturdy
build without extra weight.

$10.95

Others: $8.95 $5.95 $4.95

COLLAPSIBLE DELUXE
BABY PLAY YARD
BUILT-IN MASONITE floor that
collapses when not in use! Complete
with rubber-tired rollers for easy
movement around the house or
porch.

BABY BASSINETTES
If he's too small for a bed, he's just right for this smart bassinette with folding legs, carrying handles and rollers. White
enameled wicker, trimmed in blue
$8.95

BABY BEDS
Ivory-enamelled for easy cleaning,
paneled ends, sliding side, rolleis
for easy moving around; springs.
Complete $7') CA
MAPLE solld-paneled ends, sliding side, rolrers, sprihgs.
Complete $10 Or
Others $8.95
L7.7J

PAY LESS FOR THE BEST!
Have Everything:
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

BABIES BUGGIES
Deluxe, all-metal frame with leatherette covering and sun shield; collapsible; rubber-tired for real rolling comfort.

$14.95
Others $14.95 $19.95 $22.95*

BABY STROLLER-S
All-aluminum deluxe; rubber tires
for rolling comfort; fold footrest.
$13.95
All metal, rubber tires, reg. $13.95
Sale price Sii CA
I laJV

SARA $50 to $75 ON THIS
FM-AM AUTOMATIC RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
Name your listening wish! Name your price! Here's thrilling new
FM, magically free from static and station interfeience. Here's
powerful AM, with famous "Clear as a Bell" tone. All this and
AUtOfIllatiC Record playing gloriously reproduaed in the renowned
Sonora phonograph tradition! Plays up to 12 records automatically. Powerful, sensitive Superhet radio for flawless FM
reception and full AM broadcast coverage. Heavy-duty dynamic
speaker; variable tone control; built-in "Sonorascope' AM antenna and FM di‘pole antenna; automatic volume control; giant
edge-lighted dial. Tbe console is genuioely fine furniture, of
dmice mahogany veneers, quslity-built and finished. Generously
proportioned with roomy record storage compartntent. Come in
—set it, hear it! Compare—and you'll see why you save $50 to
875. Model No. WKRU-254 unbelievably priced at c- -only...

$279.95

BABY BATHINETTE

body FM-AM PLASTIC TABLE MODEL
It's Sonora's table model masterpiece—modern radio at its finest!
Here's everything you can ask for—glorious FM reception with
all the glowing natural tone of the actual studio performance—
freefrom static and station interference . powerful AM broadcast reception with all the beauty of"Clear as a Bell" tone. Latest
Superhet circuit; heavy-duty dynamic speaker; variable tone control; built-in AM antenna and FM antenna provision; automatic
volume control; giant full-vision dial If there were Academy
Awards for cabinet beauty,this plastic mesterpiece wotild get the
"Oscar!" Here's the uochallenged value for dependable qualfry,
for genuine FM reception and complete radio enjoyment. In
beautiful Mahogany plastic cabinet. Model No WEI.J
262 Priced at only
TAM NIODIL WII/440 IN WOO PlASTK. Oedy

$69.95

Ideal, specially-made for bathing
baby! Heavy white canvas, complete with all necessary equipments

$10.95
BABY JUMPING SWINGS attach to ceiling with spring and
straps...,
Complete $3
ELECTRIC VAPORIZERS AND BOTTLE WARMERS heat
a bottle in five minutes.
$2.95
BABY PLATES specially made; pour in hot water and keep
baby's food warm
..
_______________
$1.50
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Gig YOUNG
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Also Fox News

While full provision is made in
Christian -Science for specific
treatment for the kick, many
people &rye beerilealed simply
. through readini literature
available a- t Christian Sc:ence
Reading Rooms.
The Bible, "Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy —
containing the complete expla\,sation of Christian Science —
and other similarly helpful
Christian Science literature
may be read, borrovited, or purchased at
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
211 Carr St. Fulton
WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.
HOURS: 2-4 p. m.
Visitors Welcome
Inforntation concerning free
publtc lectures, church sert ices,
and other Christian Science ac..
tit ittes also available
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TERMS ON LOTS: EASY LONG-TERM HOME LOANS
ARRANGED
For further information phone or see:

THE CHINESE RING
BY
COCA-COLA BOT'TLING CO.. INC.
019411,1% Ceee4014 C0111119119,

DOMED UNDER POT.CliTY OF PIE COCA-COLA COMPANY
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